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online threats.Many people like to doodle a little bit in
their cars. It helps pass the time, take their minds off
of everything for a minute, or maybe just having your
own space to doodle in is an escape from the mind.

However, for some, doingodling is so much more than
a mindless pastime; it’s a way to think and create.
And finally, doodling in your car is safer and more

convenient than sketching in a notebook or journal.
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There are a lot of good reasons to doodle in your car.
Of course, there’s the sanity aspect – it’s creative, it
helps pass the time, and it helps clear your mind, if

only for a moment. There’s the usefulness aspect – if
you’re an artist or designer, drawing is an easy way to
create or make ideas to get out of your head and onto
paper. If you’re a student, doodling helps keep your

mind from wandering and you can focus on the
material before you. Finally, doodling could be helpful
for musicians and singers as it helps them focus and
not lose their place when they are playing or singing.
Beyond the reasons for doodling, there are even more

reasons why you should draw in your car. Safety:
Drawing in your car allows you to not only not forget
anything important, but to also make sure you don’t

step into the wrong lane or into the wrong spot on the
road. It’s far better to draw an arrow on the road or
crosswalk than to draw a car accidentally, or worse,

get hit. Convenience: Drawing in your car is safer than
doodling or sketching in a notebook, journal or

sketchbook. In
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